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ABSTRACT
Cross-scale spatial and temporal perspectives are
important for studying contagious landscape disturbances such as fire, which are controlled by
myriad processes operating at different scales. We
examine fire regimes in forests of western North
America, focusing on how observed patterns of fire
frequency change across spatial scales. To quantify
changes in fire frequency across spatial scale, we
derive the event-area (EA) relationship and the
analogous interval-area (IA) relationship using
historical and simulated data from low- and highseverity fire regimes. The EA and IA provide multiscale descriptions of fire regimes, as opposed to
standard metrics that may apply only at a single
scale. Parameters and properties of scaling functions (intercept, slope, minimum value) are asso-

ciated statistically with properties of the fire regime,
such as mean fire-free intervals and fire size distributions, but are not direct mathematical transformations of them because they also reflect
mechanistic drivers of fire that are non-stationary
in time and space. Patterns in fire-scaling relations
can be used to identify how controls on fire regimes
change across spatial and temporal scales. Future
research that considers fire as a cross-scale process
will be directly applicable to landscape-scale fire
management.

INTRODUCTION

tudes generally reflect the intensity of disturbance
(Pickett and White 1985; Lertzman and Fall 1998;
Turner and others 2001; Suding and others 2003).
Because the attributes of individual disturbance
events are spatially and temporally variable, disturbance regimes are often characterized by
aggregate properties such as frequency, duration,
intensity, severity, seasonality or area affected per
unit time (Table 1). In the case of wildfire, these
aggregate properties are often reduced to single
metrics, thereby simplifying much of the complexity of fire as an ecosystem process in two ways:
first, focusing on averages eliminates potentially
informative variability; second, focusing on a single
scale may obscure ecologically important crossscale interactions (Peters and others 2004, 2007).
For example, mean values of fire frequency, size, or
severity may have little value in predicting ecological effects, which can exhibit non-linear or
threshold behavior in response to variability among

Key words: landscape fire; fire regime; eventarea relationship; interval-area relationship; multiscale analysis; simulation models; neutral models;
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Ecosystem properties, whether continuous (for
example, productivity and other fluxes) or discrete
(for example, species richness), vary across spatial
and temporal scales (Delcourt and Delcourt 1988;
Morgan and others 1994; Millar and Woolfenden
1999). Understanding the relationship of scale
dependence in ecosystem properties to their variability in space and time is one of the principal aims
of ecological research (Levin 1992; Peterson and
Parker 1998; Brown and West 2000; Peters and
others 2007; Willig and others 2007).
Disturbances such as fire, storms, droughts, and
insect outbreaks often occur in pulses or episodes,
followed by ecosystem responses whose magniThe authors contributed equally to this paper.
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Seasonal influences on fuel moisture,
fire behavior; synchronization of
fire weather conditions

Intensity and severity

Fuel mass, density, moisture,
vertical continuity

Spatial heterogeneity of flammable
fuels within burn perimeter

Landscape-scale extent and
connectivity of flammable fuels

Timing of greenup, leaf fall

Fuel mass, continuity, consumption rate

Rates of post-fire vegetation recovery
and fuel accumulation; fuel type

Vegetation/fuels

Slope/aspect effects on fuel
moisture and fire behavior

Mesotopographic influences
of terrain roughness and slope
on wind vectors

Physiographic barriers to
fire spread

Spatial patterns of ignition,
fuel moisture

Microclimatic influences on
fuel moisture and fire spread

Topographic influences on
ignition probability,
vegetation types

Landform

The collective properties of disturbance multiple events, and their associated drivers. Fire regimes reflect the distribution of each property derived over multiple individual events in space and time.

Orographic atmospheric instability,
wind vectors

Pattern (for example
patch size, aggregation)

Climatic regulation of fuel
accumulation, fire spread, length
of fire season

Temporal patterns of ignition,
precipitation, humidity

Seasonality

Spatial distribution
Extent (fire size)

Fuel moisture and fire propagation
conditions, length of fire season

Duration

Spatial and temporal coincidence
of ignitions and flammable fuels;
extended droughts and pluvials

Climate/weather

Drivers

Properties and Drivers of Fire Regimes

Temporal distribution
Frequency or interval

Properties

Table 1.
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Figure 1. Cross-scale interactions of
pattern and process in fire regimes.
Environmental drivers of weather and
climate, interacting with landform, set
the overall template for individual fire
events and fire regimes. Interactions
between fire spread and vegetation
determine the properties of fires at fine
scales, while creating broad-scale
landscape pattern.

multiple events (Romme and others 1998; Peters
and others 2004). Spatial heterogeneity in burn
severity and patch size is a crucial component of
both immediate fire effects and trajectories of ecosystem recovery (Turner and others 1997; Lertzman and others 1998; Kotliar and others 2003).
Similarly, variability in fire-free intervals can alter
mortality patterns and vegetation succession significantly (Keith and Bradstock 1994; Morrison
and others 1995; Clark 1996).
The influences of governing mechanisms (climate, fuels, topography) and key properties of fire
regimes (for example, individual fire behavior vs.
fire-size distributions) vary across scales in specific
ways (Simard 1991; Hessl and others 2004; Peters
and others 2004) (Figure 1). For instance, over
small spatial extents (10)1–102 m2) and time
(10)2–102 h) fire ignition and spread are dominated by fuel type, moisture, and continuity; air
temperature, humidity, and windspeed; and microtopography (Rothermel 1983). Over larger extents (103–104 ha; 102–104 h), different factors,
such as stand-level vegetation, macrotopography,
seasonal weather and synoptic climate, govern fire
occurrence and behavior (Schroeder and others
1964; Nash and Johnson 1996; Westerling and
Swetnam 2003; Schoennagel and others 2004;
Mermoz and others 2005; Crimmins 2006). At
bioregional scales (>105 ha) and over longer time
periods (101–103 year), decadal to millennial variation in climate and the regional mosaic of vegetation types become important (Lynch and others
2003; Hessburg and others 2005). Observing fires
at only a single scale of space and time inevitably
presents an incomplete picture (Higuera 2006).
Moreover, fire interacts with other ecosystem
disturbance processes at multiple scales (Allen
2007).

Landscape fire is governed in part by stochastic
processes; often its aggregate properties can be
estimated but individual realizations appear random and are largely unpredictable (Lertzman and
others 1998). For example, whereas individual fire
sizes are difficult to estimate, many fire-size distributions display robust power-law behavior over
several orders of magnitude (Malamud and others
2005). Both power-law behavior and deviations
from such models permit inferences about mechanisms that control fire sizes (Reed and McKelvey
2002; Moritz and others 2005). Fire frequency and
fire occurrence are similarly stochastic, in that
aggregate statistics are more tractable for analysis
than single events (fire starts) or fire-free intervals.
In this paper, we show how fire frequency scales
in space, produces power-law behavior analogous
to that shown by fire size distributions, and is also
subject to mechanistic interpretations. We present
an overview of observed variation in fire frequency
at multiple spatial scales in several forested ecosystems across western North America. We then
examine how properties of fire regimes and physical mechanisms influence these scaling patterns.
We explore three questions:
1. How does fire frequency change with the spatial
scale of observation, and is there evidence of
general scaling functions?
2. How might aggregate properties of fire regimes,
such as fire size distribution, influence the
parameters of scaling functions?
3. How do physical mechanisms (climate, fuel
dynamics, and topographic constraints) interact
across scales to influence the fire scaling functions?
We ask these questions about diverse ecosystems
using fire history data of different types (for
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example, point vs. area data) to isolate general
scaling patterns and develop hypotheses about
their drivers. We outline several viable research
approaches to move the study of fire as a landscape
and ecosystem process into an explicitly cross-scale
framework, and to use this framework ultimately
to inform ecosystem management at multiple
scales.

THEORY AND OBSERVATIONS OF SCALEDEPENDENT BEHAVIOR IN FIRE REGIMES
A scaling theory for fire regimes can be derived by
extension from the biogeographic paradigm and
the analytical framework of species-area theory.
The familiar species-area relationship (SAR) is expressed formally as a power–law, S = cAz (where S
is species richness, A is area, c is a normalization
constant, and z is a dimensionless scaling exponent;
c and z typically vary with taxon, ecosystem type,
and landscape structure). Samples from larger areas
capture more species, although generally at a
declining rate (small areas are more species-rich per
unit area than large areas), reflected in a range of
scaling exponents generally 0.20 £ z £ 0.40
(Rosenzweig 1995).
Scaling behavior of fire occurrence has been
described using an analogous relationship referred
to as the Event-Area (EA) relationship (Falk and
Swetnam 2003, Falk 2004). If we substitute fire
dates (years in which fire occurred) for species, the
EA can be constructed by counting the number of
fire dates (F, analogous to S) captured in samples of
increasing area. However, unlike the SAR, which is
normally estimated for a single time period, the
analogous analysis for fire occurrence must include
a correction for temporal depth of the data record.
For instance, a single tree may record multiple fire
dates as fire-scarred tree-rings during its lifetime;
similarly, the composite fire-scar record for a fire
history plot may include multiple fires recorded by
several trees over several hundred years (Fritts and
Swetnam 1989).
To correct for the time dimension, the SAR is
adapted by normalizing the length of time over
which the number of fires are counted, using the
metric of frequency (f, number of fires time)1).
Then the EA relationship becomes,
f ¼ dAy

ð1Þ

where A is area and y is a dimensionless parameter
analogous to z (Falk 2004). Fire frequency is scaled
by estimating its value at each Ai = 0…k, where Ai
is the areal extent over which a composite fire

record is obtained, and A0 is the smallest measured
spatial scale (Falk 2004; McKenzie and others
2006). The normalization parameter d is derived
from the fire frequency at the smallest measured
spatial scale, f0. Because the underlying model is a
power equation, the log-transformed form of the
EA
log f ¼ log d þ y log A

ð2Þ

is a useful linear model: log d is the intercept, and y
is the slope (the rate of change of frequency with
sample area) of the log form of the EA. Fire-free
intervals can be analyzed similarly. Let
n
P
I ¼ 1n Ij ;the mean of n fire intervals separating
j¼1

n+1 events. The interval-area (IA) relationship
posits that I ¼ f ðyÞ; for which a model is
I ¼ I0 Ay :

ð3Þ

The IA function is the mathematical inverse of the
EA curve (the units of I are year fire)1). Like the log
form of the EA, the log-transformed form of the IA
can be used to separate the effects on the scaling
function of I0 and y respectively.
EA and IA functions provide a way to describe
how fire frequency varies with spatial scale of
observation. If fires are consistently large and synchronous across the landscape, then increasing the
sampling area will capture few new fire dates. In
this case, the slope parameter will be small (close to
0) and the curve will appear as a relatively horizontal line in log–log space. Alternatively, if fires
are consistently relatively small and patchy, new
fire dates will be encountered with progressively
larger sample areas, and a steeper EA or IA function
will result. A full derivation of the EA/IA model is
found in Falk (2004).
Scaling behavior of fire frequency has been
observed informally in a variety of ecosystems. Arno
and Petersen (1983) reported systematic relationships between sample area and estimates of mean
fire interval ðIÞ for a study area in western Montana.
Fire records for individual trees were aggregated
into composite records for areas of approximately
0.5, 4–6, 20–40, and 80–320 ha. Mean fire interval
varied significantly with area of the composite;
moreover, different vegetation types and topographic settings manifested different scaling slopes.
Scaling properties can also be derived from
reanalysis of published data. For example, we
reanalyzed fire intervals reported by Kilgore and
Taylor (1979) for a 1,800 ha area of Sequoiadendron
giganteum (giant sequoia)—mixed conifer forest in
the Sierra Nevada. Fire records were compiled for
the years 1700–1985 AD for composites of
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dent (Figure 2). Scaling slopes accounted for 76–81
percent of variation in fire intervals across multiple
scales; scaling exponents were 0.27 £ y £ 0.30.
Fire-scar records are intrinsically point data, but
EA/IA relationships can also be generated using
area data provided by fire atlases or fire-year maps.
We compiled digitized fire perimeters from 1880–
1996 AD for a 900,000 ha landscape comprising the
SBW in northern Idaho and western Montana
(Rollins and others 2001; Miller and Alaback
2003). Fire dates were then counted within randomly placed analysis windows of different sizes
(400–144,000 ha) and EA functions were computed for three geographic subregions (Figure 3).
The dependence of fire frequency on sample area
was reflected in positive slope parameters of the EA
for
all
three
subregions
(y = 0.43–0.53;
0.97 > r2 > 0.99; Table 2).
Scaling functions have been observed in simulated data. McKenzie and others (2006) created a
‘‘neutral‘‘ landscape of 200 fire-scarred trees on
which low severity fires occurred at intervals
drawn randomly from a negative exponential distribution. Mean fire-free intervals (Weibull Median
Probability Interval) in this simulated landscape
exhibit strong dependence on sample area
(0.89 > r2 > 0.95; Figure 4).

Figure 2. Event-area and interval-area functions for
Monument Canyon Research Natural Area, New Mexico
(Falk 2004). Fire frequency (A) and mean fire interval
(B) are strongly scale-dependent on spatial extent
(0.78 < r2adj < 0.80, y = |0.29| ± 0.01, P £ 0.0001). Axes
scaled logarithmically. Dashed lines are 95% CI for fitted
function.

individual trees (10–50 m2), clusters of trees
(0.4–0.8 ha), sites (3.2–16.2 ha), and drainages
(777–1,036 ha). Reanalysis indicates clear scale
dependency of mean fire interval (y = )0.19,
r2 = 0.91).
Investigations that explicitly address scaling
properties of fire regimes have yielded similar
findings (Falk and Swetnam 2003; Moritz 2003;
McKenzie and others 2006; Van Horne and Fulé
2006; Farris 2007). Falk (2004) used a gridded
sampling design to investigate the scaling properties of an old-growth New Mexico Pinus ponderosa
(ponderosa pine) forest. Fire frequency and fire
intervals were calculated for composite fire records
in moving windows of 4–280 ha. Fire frequency
and mean fire interval were strongly scale depen-

WHAT PROPERTIES OF FIRE REGIMES
CONTROL EVENT- AND INTERVAL-AREA
SCALING?
To interpret the differences in these scaling functions across ecosystems, we offer hypotheses for
how fire frequency and size influence the minimum value, intercept, and slope of the EA/IA
scaling model. For illustration purposes we use the
inverse form, the interval-area relation (IA) in the
2-dimensional space of (log [x], log [y]) (Figure 5).
Overall fire frequency within the sample area
determines the minimum value of the IA scaling
function, Imin. Because mean fire frequency for the
study area truncates the line at this point, there is
no meaningful interpretation for extents larger
than Astudy area. Mean fire-free interval for the
smallest measurable area, A0 (point fire frequency)
influences the expected value of the y-intercept I0
(Figure 5 H1).
The distribution of fire sizes influences the slope,
y. Larger fires decrease |y| whereas smaller fires
increase this term (Figure 5 H2); the slope would
approach 0 as mean fire size approaches study area
size. The slope may also be influenced by the variance in fire sizes. Recent simulations (not shown)
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of fires were larger than 405 ha, with the largest
being 4,651 ha. To mimic the destruction of fire
history records that can occur after moderate to high
severity fires, we re-sampled the resulting fire census, eliminating records preceding all high severity
fire and 40% (randomly selected) of the records
preceding moderate severity fire. As expected,
scaling slopes were flatter for the large-fire simulation than for the small-fire simulation (y = )0.42
and )0.47 respectively; (2006) (Figure 6).

PHYSICAL MECHANISMS AND THEIR
INFLUENCE ON SCALING RELATIONSHIPS
Figure 3. The a Northwest, b West Central, and c Montana subregions of the Selway–Bitterroot Wilderness and
the sizes of windows used for scaling analyses.

sensu McKenzie and others (2006), using either
Gaussian or Gamma fire-size distributions, suggest
that for a constant mean fire size, the slope of the
IA becomes flatter as the variance increases. The
slope also reflects the temporal synchrony of fires
across the landscape. The effect of one large fire per
year on the slope may be the same as many small
fires per year, especially if these fires are widely
distributed throughout the landscape. Therefore,
when viewed across spatial extents much larger
than the size of the largest fires, it may make more
sense to speak of area-burned distributions in
relation to the slope, rather than size distributions
of individual fires.
To explore fire regime properties that may drive
scaling functions, we used a spatial landscape dynamic model, SIMulating Pattern and Processes at
Landscape scales (SIMPPLLE) (Chew and others
2004). SIMPPLLE simulates complex interactions
between vegetation and disturbance (for example,
insects and fire) in a contagious manner, using
topography and conditions in adjacent 1-ha cells to
determine dynamics. Fire severity is determined by
interactions of weather, fuel conditions, and
topography, and a single fire may include a mix of
fire severities. Using empirical ignition probabilities
representative of an 18,090 ha watershed in the
Bitterroot valley of western Montana (buffered by 1
km to account for fire spread into the study area),
we simulated landscape dynamics for 100 years
using two fire size distributions. In a ‘‘small-fire‘‘
simulation, all fires were less than 40 ha, whereas in
a contrasting ‘‘large-fire‘‘ scenario (which also included areas of mixed and high-severity burn), 80%

Different mechanisms regulating the distribution of
fires in space and time dominate at different scales
(Chang 1999; Peters and others 2004). Broad-scale
interactions of climate, topography, and vegetation
influence fire regimes at time scales of decades to
centuries and across geographic regions to continental scales (Figure 7). Physiographic structures
such as mountains modify the length of both the
growing and fire season. At sub-annual and annual
time scales, climate and fuels—and their interactions—affect fire behavior, with physical features
such as slope and aspect modifying the influence of
climate on fuel moistures and heat transfer processes. In the following discussion, we focus on
climate, fuels, and landform as constraints affecting
fire frequency and fire size, and thus the slope and
intercept of the EA/IA.

Climate
Long-term climate and short-term weather act on
the spatial and temporal distribution of fires directly through local effects on daily to weekly fuel
moisture, ignition probability, and fire spread, and
indirectly by mediating effects on vegetation and
fuels. At time scales of minutes to days, wind, relative humidity, temperature, and precipitation affect ignition patterns, fuel moisture and fire
behavior directly (Rothermel 1983; Johnson and
Miyanishi 2001), whereas vegetation creates
within-stand microclimatic conditions indirectly
affecting diurnal fuel moistures (Countryman
1977; Pook and Gill 1993). At time scales of weeks
to years, snowpack and synoptic seasonal weather
patterns affect fuel moisture profiles directly, and
rates of fuel production and decomposition indirectly (Miller and Urban 1999; Bachelet and others
2001; Beaty and Taylor 2001). Over decades and
longer, regional and continental climatic gradients
affect vegetation productivity and fuel accumulation rates (Lenihan and others 2003), and can serve
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Scaling Model Parameters and Regression Results for Selway–Bitterroot Fire History

Entire period
(1880–1996)

Dry years (PDSI < 0)

Wet years (PDSI > 0)

117 year
d
y
r2
53 year
d
y
r2
48 year
d
y
r2

Northwest

West central

Montana

0.1352
0.4280
0.97

0.0720
0.5119
0.99

0.0734
0.5286
0.99

0.2056
0.3395
0.97

0.0491
0.4913
0.99

0.0421
0.5389
>0.99

0.0001
1.1277
0.95

0.0008
0.8238
>0.99

0.0297
0.4913
0.94

See text and Figure 3 for model abbreviations and study area locations. Instrumental PDSI data are for the 101-year period of record 1895–1995 inclusive. Data from Miller
and Alaback (2003).

Figure 4. Interval-area scaling plots for simulated search
areas. Mean values of Weibull Median Probability
Interval (WMPI) from 20 replicates of composite fire records, compiled from search radii of 15–45% of the width
of a simulated watershed. Log–log regression functions
are fit to each of four mean fire sizes (15–30% of watershed area). Strong scale dependence is indicated by
regression fits (0.89 > r2 > 0.95). Adapted from McKenzie and others 2006.

as a dominant synchronizing agent (Heyerdahl and
others 2002; Hallett and others 2003; Weisberg and
Swanson 2003).
Climate and weather influence fire size distributions and frequency through influences on fuel
continuity, ignition rates and season length, and
fire behavior. Fire frequencies are higher during
periods of extended drought; in lower productivity
forest types, greater fire synchrony occurs after
several years of high moisture during which
biomass accumulates (Swetnam and Baisan 2003;

Brown and Wu 2005). Climate regimes that cause
longer fire seasons lead to larger fires and more
area burned (Wotton and Flannigan 1993; Hessl
and others 2004).
Climate is non-stationary, and its control on the
distributions of fires can be discontinuous. Anomalies or extreme weather events (for example,
Santa Ana winds and multi-year drought) may be
more important than mean conditions (Moritz
2003). Regional fire occurrence may also be influenced by phase transitions of the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO) and Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation (AMO), or during coincident phases of
teleconnected climate cycles (Kitzberger and Veblen 2003; McCabe and others 2004; Hessburg and
others 2005). These low-frequency climate signals
may be manifested in non-stationary behavior of
EA/IA scaling parameters (Falk 2004).

Fuels
Fuel conditions (for example, type, amount, moisture) influence fire size and frequency primarily
through fire intensity and spatial continuity. Surface fuels affect the spread rate and intensity of
surface fires (Rothermel 1983; Andrews and others
2003) while the amount and arrangement of ladder
and canopy fuels affect the initiation and propagation of crown fires (Van Wagner 1977; Cruz and
others 2006). Surface, ladder, and crown fuels vary
at fine spatial scales (10)1–102 m2), depending on
crown architecture, canopy gaps, and where
branches and needles happen to land. At middle to
large spatial scales (104–106 m2), fuels vary with
disturbance history and site productivity. Similarly,
the temporal dynamics of fuel loads depend on the
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Figure 5. Controls on the behavior of the IA function, plotted logarithmically. Fire regime properties (annual area
burned, mean and variance of fire size distribution, and fire frequency) control the intercept (I0), slope (y), and minimum
value (Imin) of the scaling function.

type of fuel (for example, live or dead biomass),
particle size, and production and decomposition
rates.
The spatio-temporal dynamics of fuel accumulation influence both fire frequency and size distributions. Because there is often a lag time for
accumulation of fuels before fire can reburn an
area, fuel dynamics on time scales of months to
decades can limit fire frequency in fuel-limited
ecosystems (Agee and others 1978; Stohlgren 1988;
Baker 2003). Invasions of fire-dependent plant
species can also alter fire frequencies (D‘Antonio
and Vitousek 1992). Spatial connectivity of fuels
influences the distribution of fire sizes via the effect
on fire spread (Turner and Romme 1994; Miller
and Urban 2000). Furthermore, temporal dynamics
of fuel condition and abundance can synchronize
fire occurrence, as can climate cycles that contribute to herbaceous growth (Swetnam and Betancourt 1990; Veblen and others 2000) or regionalscale insect outbreaks (Fleming and others 2002).

Landform
Landform influences fire regimes through its effects
on ignition frequency and spatial distribution, fire

Figure 6. Interval-area plot for SIMPPLE simulations. A
power model explains the majority of variation in MFI
for simulated fire history reconstruction in both largeand small-fire scenarios. Small fires (filled circles):
d = 57.1 year fire)1, y = )0.47, r2 = 0.86. Large fires
(open circles): d = 26.3 year fire)1, y = )0.42, r2 = 0.94.
Axes scaled logarithmically.

behavior, and fire spread across landscapes. At
broad spatial scales (104–106 ha), orographic gradients generate persistent local climate variation,
inducing variation in vegetation and fuel productivity (Gavin and others 2003). For example, slope
and aspect modify processes of heat transfer (via
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Figure 7. Conceptual model linking factors that govern fire regimes across space and time. At short-term and stand scales,
primary interactions are among fuel condition, weather, and fire behavior if there is a source of ignition. At longer term
and regional scales, primary interactions are among vegetation, climate, and patterns of fire occurrence. Topography and
landform modify the influence of weather and climate, the spatial distribution of ignition, and processes of heat transfer in
combustion (for example, slope effects).

solar radiation) and precipitation and temperature
(via adiabatic lapse rates with elevation), both well
established direct influences on fuel production
and moisture (Daly and others 1994; Dubayah and
Rich 1995; Taylor and Skinner 2003). At finer
scales (10)1–102 ha), topography creates microclimatic variability affecting plant water balance, fuel
moisture, and soil development. Other influences
include orographic effects on lightning storm tracks
and spatial patterns of ignitions (van Wagtendonk
1994).
Fire spread is governed partly by slope, aspect,
and terrain roughness. Certain landforms can
present physical barriers to fire spread that can
bound fires, thus affecting fire size and area burned
(Frost 1998; Kellogg 2004). Other landform configurations promote fire spread and can govern fire
occurrence and area burned (Chang 1999; Gavin
and others 2003).

Influence of Variability on Scaling
Relationships
Spatial and temporal variability in climate, fuels,
and landform is reflected in the EA/IA slope,
intercept, and minimum value. For example,

interactions of climate and landform affect the rate
at which vegetation and fuel loads can recover after
fire. Fuel recovery times influence point frequency
of fire and the intercept of the EA/IA curve. Climate anomalies that magnify extremes of fire
weather or extend fire seasons will lead to larger
fires and more variability in the distribution of fire
sizes, which will flatten the slope of the EA/IA. By
contrast, periods of relatively homogeneous climate
may create more consistent fire occurrence patterns; the resulting reduced variability in the distribution of fire sizes will steepen the EA/IA slope.
Highly dissected topography can present multiple
effective barriers to fire spread, limiting the large
end of the fire size distribution, increasing the
number of asynchronous events across the landscape, and steepening the scaling slope.
Variability in climate, fuels, and landform may
also be reflected in the departures from the EA/IA
model. Climate variability that drives highly variable fire-free intervals shows up as scatter along
the EA/IA model. Landscape heterogeneity in
post-fire recovery rates of fuels, and refugia from
fire (Camp and others 1997; McKenzie and others
2006) will also be seen as departures from the
model.
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data described earlier for three subregions of the
Selway–Bitterroot Wilderness (Miller and Alaback
2003). We generated separate EA functions for dry
(mean annual Palmer Drought Severity Index
[PDSI] < 0.00) and wet (PDSI > 0.00) years. A
gridded PDSI reconstruction (Cook and others
1999) was used to assign each year between 1895
and 1995 as dry or wet.
For two of the subregions, scaling slopes were
lower when only dry years were used to construct
the EA (mean annual Palmer Drought Severity
Index [PDSI] < 0.00) compared to when only wet
years were used (PDSI > 0.00; Figure 8, Table 2).
These differences suggest that the slope of the EA/
IA may be a useful indicator of the effects of interannual climate variability on fire frequency and
size distributions.
We found interesting differences among the
three geographic subregions, suggesting that the
slope reflects differences in landform and climate.
In dry years, the slope of the EA was lowest in the
Northwest subregion, which is characterized by a
warm–wet climate, compared to the eastern subregion in Montana, which is more consistently cool
and dry. By contrast, in wet years when fires were
less extensive, the slopes exhibited the opposite
pattern, with the Northwest subregion having the
highest slope. The difference in slopes between dryversus wet-years was most apparent in the Northwest subregion, where the topography is much
more homogeneous than in the Montana subregion, which is characterized by steep, narrow
drainages.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
APPLICATIONS

Figure 8. Log–log event-area plots for three climatic regions of the Selway–Bitterroot Wilderness, Idaho-Montana, USA (see Figure 3). A Northwest region. B West
Central region. C Montana region. Dry years (PDSI < 0,
open circles), wet years (PDSI > 0, filled circles), all years
combined (grey triangles). Axes scaled logarithmically.
Data from Miller and Alaback (2003).

Case study: Selway–Bitterroot
Wilderness, Idaho/Montana, USA
To explore how parameters of the EA/IA reflect
these physical mechanisms, we used the fire atlas

AND

MANAGEMENT

In its most basic application, the EA/IA model
provides a framework for describing fire regimes at
multiple spatial scales. It also may contain implicit
information about other fire regime statistics, and
may prove useful for understanding underlying
mechanisms that influence fire regimes. In this
concluding section we (1) outline steps for validating the EA/IA framework as a description of fire
regimes, (2) suggest how the EA/IA might be used
to explore governing mechanisms, and (3) discuss
applications to ecosystem management.

Validating the framework
We have illustrated EA and IA functions for a
handful of ecosystem types, across a range of
landscape sizes, and derived these functions using
point (for example, fire-scarred tree ring) and area
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(for example, fire perimeter) data. Here we propose
additional empirical and simulation studies to validate the EA/IA framework.
First, the framework should be tested in additional ecosystem types such as boreal and mixed
conifer forests, shrublands, and grasslands (Baker
1989; Moritz 2003). Many existing fire history studies already have the requisite geospatial
information to estimate parameters of EA/IA
models (Taylor and Skinner 1998; Heyerdahl
and others 2001). With such datasets becoming
increasingly available (NOAA 2007), meta-analysis
of scaling functions calculated from available fire
history studies from various parts of North America
is possible and would help clarify the differences in
scaling relationships among ecosystem types.
A major uncertainty with any fire history is
missing data. Tree-rings provide an imperfect record of low severity fires, and these records may be
destroyed entirely by high severity events. Fire
perimeter maps are similarly prone to errors, often
missing small and low severity fires (Rollins and
others 2001; Farris 2007). To quantify the sensitivity of the EA/IA to these different sources of
missing data, empirical or simulated fire history
data can be ‘‘filtered‘‘ according to the proportion
of trees or sites recorded fire in each year (Van
Horne and Fulé 2006; Farris 2007). Mean fire
interval derived using data for all fires will be most
strongly scale dependent, because even small and
asynchronous fires are included. Progressively
stronger filters reduce the slope of the scaling
function, because only relatively widespread fires
exceed the filter threshold. Simulation models also
offer a means of separating the respective effects of
sample extent and grain, area, and the temporal
pattern of fire occurrence on scaling behavior of
fire regimes (Li 2002).
Additional research is needed to clarify the relationship of the EA/IA to other fire regime descriptors, for which we propose the use of both neutral
landscape models and more complex vegetation
simulators. ‘‘Neutral models‘‘ in community and
landscape ecology generalize the concept of a null
hypothesis to an array of patterns and processes
that capture relevant details of a system, while
eliminating constraints or mechanisms of interest
(Gardner and O‘Neill 1991; Gotelli and Graves
1996). For example, McKenzie and others (2006)
simulated ‘‘neutral‘‘ historical patterns of lowseverity fire to produce an IA model with no forcing functions (Figure 4), that is, a scaling relation
that is not shaped by ecosystem processes. By
running controlled experiments in this type of
simulation environment (for example, Keane and
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Finney 2003), we can test inferences about fire size
distributions (per se and relative to study area size),
spatiotemporal synchrony and fire frequencies
from the parameters of the EA/IA. More complex
vegetation simulators offer the option to test and
compare forcing functions on real landscapes under
a variety of biologic and climatologic conditions,
providing a more realistic ‘laboratory‘ for exploratory and explanatory research.

Exploring Mechanisms
The EA/IA relationship connects patterns of fire
occurrence to climate and fuel conditions at multiple scales, providing a framework for investigating
physical mechanisms that drive fire regimes. Here
we suggest some ways to explore these physical
mechanisms.
Climate exhibits variability at multiple temporal
scales (Gedalof and others 2002; McCabe and others 2004), and fire regimes respond to climate
variation at decadal and longer periods as well as
‘‘fire year‘‘ weather (Heyerdahl and others 2002;
Hessl and others 2004; Brown and others 2005).
Long fire history data sets can be partitioned by
quasi-periodic climate phases (for example, decadal
interactions of ENSO, PDO, and AMO) or by longer
climate ‘‘regimes‘‘ (Hessburg and others 2005;
Higuera 2006) before constructing an EA or IA
function. Differences among climate phases in
scaling slopes or intercepts would suggest multiyear climatic controls on fire regimes. Methods to
determine where to partition these data include
intervention analysis (Box and Jenkins 1976),
singular spectrum analysis (Ghil and others 2002),
and multivariate techniques such as the combined
classification and ordination of climate series
(Hessburg and others 2005). Fire data might also be
partitioned into nonconsecutive years (for example, Figure 8) according to departures from a longterm climatic mean, such as deviation from mean
PDSI.
Comparisons of landscapes with similar climate
could distinguish the relative influence of climatic
versus landform controls at different spatial scales.
For example, fire history datasets can be partitioned by landform, bioclimatic zones, or topographic variance analysis (Kellogg 2004; Taylor and
Skinner 2003). By examining climate regimes or
anomalies for different landscapes, we can ask
about the interactions between climate and landform in producing variation in scaling parameters,
thereby refining our understanding of the multiple
drivers of fire regimes (Hessburg and others 2005).
A particularly intriguing possibility is that if we can
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identify robust relationships between underlying
forcing mechanisms (such as climatic variability
and topographic pattern) and aggregate multi-scale
properties of fire regimes such as the EA/IA relationship, we might extrapolate scaling relationships
to areas or periods for which spatially explicit fire
data are unavailable.
Because fire depends ultimately on biological
production (‘‘fuel‘‘), there is a direct connection
between the drivers of fire size and frequency, and
mechanisms governing ecosystem productivity
(Olson 1963). Scaling in ecological systems parallels
energetic relationships (Brown and West 2000;
Enquist and Niklas 2001; Enquist and others 2003),
and it has been suggested that the fire-fuel feedback
can be a self-organizing force (Holling 1992; Malamud and others 2005). This is an important area of
research that could clarify linkages among mechanistic processes, scaling relationships, and underlying ecosystem energetics (Moritz and others 2005).
Comparison of EA/IA curves for ecosystems with
similar productivity and fuel accumulation rates but
different degrees of exposure to extreme weather
could distinguish the relative influence between
fuels and climatic controls on fire regimes.
We suggest examining the statistical model used
to fit the EA/IA scaling function and conducting a
formalized study of drivers of patterns of regression
residuals. Departures from the predicted power–
law relationship may help to reveal controls (such
as topography) or forcing functions (such as energetic constraints) at particular scales (Ricotta and
others 2001). For instance, patterns in residuals
may help determine the spatial scale at which climate variation and landform replace fire spread
and fuel dynamics as the dominant constraint on
large fire years.

Management Applications
The EA/IA framework has several potential applications to ecosystem management. For example, a
nonzero slope parameter indicates plainly to a land
manager that measures of fire frequency are areadependent, and that fire return interval cannot be
described by a single number independent of spatial scale. Different scaling slopes derived from different subregions of a landscape (for example,
Table 2) suggest that fire or vegetation management strategies may need to be tailored to each
subregion.
If the studies we outlined earlier validate the EA/
IA framework, it might be used to detect the effect
of recent management or land use on scaling of fire
regimes. For example, in their investigations with

the SBW fire atlas data, Miller and Alaback (2003)
derived EA functions for different time periods
during the twentieth century. They found that
scaling slopes for two of the three subregions in the
SBW appear to have changed, becoming steeper in
recent years. Although the SBW has an active
‘‘wildland fire use‘‘ program that allows many
natural ignited fires to burn, the apparent changes
in scaling slopes suggest that these landscapes may
have been re-scaled by suppression of fires that
would have otherwise become large. Suggestively,
scaling slopes for the Montana subregion—which
contains numerous topographic barriers to fire
spread—did not change through time.
If we are successful in clarifying the relationship
between the EA/IA and aggregate properties of the
fire regime such as fire size distributions, a manager
might better anticipate consequences of different
fire management strategies. For example, broadening the prescription window for the wildland fire
use strategy could mean larger fires, and a manager
might use the EA/IA to forecast how a shift in fire
sizes might affect the fire frequency experienced at
the stand level.

CONCLUSION
Complex interactions of fuels, topography, and
climate influence the behavior and effects of individual fires. The relative importance of each factor
is also dependent on the spatial and temporal scale
of observation. Fire frequency, fire intervals, fire
rotation, and area-burned distributions are aggregate properties that emerge from analysis of multiple events in space and time. These emergent
properties in turn affect the cross-scale patterns
that can be observed in event- and interval-area
scaling relationships. Because the mechanisms that
drive fire occurrence and extent have inter-annual
and quasi-periodic variability, we expect scaling
relationships and associated fire size or area-burned
distributions to be non-stationary over time, possibly reflecting distinct climate regimes and anomalies. Scaling studies also offer potential links
to ecosystem energetics, reflecting the combined
influences of climate, topography, and vegetation
on rates of biomass production. Cross-scale analyses can greatly expand the frame of reference provided by studies currently being undertaken at
specific scales of space and time.
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